
Cenocco Beauty 4 in 1 Rechargeable Multi-Grooming Kit

Cenocco Beauty CC-9028: 4 in 1 Rechargeable Multi-Grooming Kit

Manufacturer: Cenocco Beauty
Reference:CC-9028

Description:
Cenocco Beauty CC-9028: 4 in 1 Rechargeable Multi-Grooming Kit - Hair Clipper, Shaver,
Nose and Ear Trimmer 

 

 

Experience the deluxe multi-purpose tool surpass any grooming aesthetic with its advanced shaving and trimming
performance in an ergonomic design, fulfilling the unmet need for one tool with the power to shave, cut, trim and detail with
the CC-9028 Hair Trimmer from Cenocco. It has a high-performance motor that provides 3 watts and a frequency of 60Hz. 
The trimmer includes premium precision blades that cut through the thickest of hair and it maximum length cut of 1mm. The
kit also includes a complete set of attachment guards that glide through the hair for superior comfort and cut quality. This
precision blade also is designed with a series of heads and guide combs that allow guys to groom it all, from head to toe. An
adjustable taper lever allows for easy blending and fading. Not only is it great for close shaves but also ideal for fades and
touch-ups supplying you with endless precision at your fingertips.  Perfect for contouring, shaving, sculpting, and trimming.
Contoured to fit your hand comfortably. Delivers skin-close shaving, outlining and fades.  



 

 

Features: 

Trim, groom, detail & cut hair Full-size trimmer for the neckline, sideburns & chin 18 length setting for beard comb &
mustache comb 12 length setting for stubble comb Detail foil shaver for a close finish around the edges Extra wide hair
clipper for a complete and even haircut Comfortably remove unwanted hairs in nose and ears High-performance detailer
Skin-friendly trimmer blades  Finest precision blades  Stays sharp for the longest time Durable and sturdy  Cuts all hair
types High-performance motor Ideal for maintaining bald and close-cut hairstyles for men Perfect for total body grooming
Endless precision at your fingertips. Superior close cutting helps to eliminate ingrown facial hair Great for faded styles
Perfect for contouring, shaving, sculpting, and trimming High-grade stainless-steel blades Trimmer to fit your hand
comfortably Delivers skin-close shaving, outlining and fades. Professional-looking haircuts for a fraction of the cost Can be
used with cord 

 

 

 

Specifications:

Brand Name: Cenocco Color: Black with Orange trim Razor Materials: High-Grade Stainless Steel Body Materials: Powder
coated  steel Maximum Trim Length: 1mm Voltage: 220-240V Frequency: 50/60Hz Power: 3W Output: 3V=50mA Power
source: 0.5V AA Maximum noise level: Lc=75dB(A) Minimum Charging Time: appx 1 hour Maximum Charging TIme: 10
hours Operating Time: 35 minutes (plug and play) Product Dimension: 25 cm x 15cm x 6cm  Product Weight: 0.50 kgs
Masterbox Size: 65cm x 31cm x 50.5cm  Masterbox Weight: 19kgs Number of Pieces in the Master Box: 40 Pieces

 

 



 

 

 

EAN : 2157898590286

ISBN : 85102000

Weight : 0.50 Kg

Volume : 0.00225 m3



(L x l x H) : 25.00 cm x 15.00 cm x 6.00 cm

Box 40  units

Box dimensions 65cm x 31cm x 50cm
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